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Introduction to C++ Software Crisis: As the technology changes rapidly the requirement for the users’ change, to meet the growing demand of the user for business, trade, and personal use, therefore software must satisfy the goals of the users. This is a challenging task for software engineers because the requirements of the user changes rapidly to be on competitive edge. This can be called as software crisis or challenge. Software must have the following features. 1. Portable 2. Stable 3. Readable 4. Maintainable 5. Reusable 6. Secured 7. User friendly Evolution of Software: In the earlier stage of programming the software’s were developed in Machine language using binary numbers 1’s and 0’s. Later it transformed to Assembly language, which gave way to procedural oriented programming (POP) language like COBOL, FORTAN, and C. These forms of languages have their own limitations and advantages. Now software’s are developed using object-oriented programming which is commonly knows as OOPs. Procedure-Oriented Programming: C is a POP. In POP the program is executed from top to bottom. POP flow in the path of flow chart. It is very difficulty implement complex task in C. This gave way to OOP. Object Oriented Programming Paradigm: Paradigm is a standard set for OOP. The OOP will help to develop software in modules, which will be integrated later as a full package or software. The main difference between C and C++ is; C++ is an extension of C with additional features like class, object, polymorphism, encapsulation, inheritance, etc. Basic Concepts of Object Oriented Programming: Class: Class is an entity where a set of algorithm can be wrapped within that class. Object: Object is a variable of type class. There can any number of objects of same class. Data Abstraction and Encapsulation: Integrating data inside a class is called encapsulation. The data may be derived through primary data type, and functions. The data inside the class is also known as data members. The members can be accessed only through class. Class is an abstract data type (ADT). Abstraction is known as attributes of the member without showing any details of the data.
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Introduction to C++ Inheritance: Inheritance is processing of creating a new class from the existing class or original class. The inherited class will have all the attributes of the original call. In addition to the existing attributes in the original class the inherited class can have its own features embedded to it. The most understanding example of inheritance exists in the real life. Grandfather-father-child. The father will have some quality or character of grandfather and the child will have some quality of father and grandfather. Polymorphism: It is defined as several processes done by the same function. Example function of a college student can be a polymorphism because he study, play, eat, and sleep. Similarly in OOP a function can be defined to do different work depending upon the number and type of arguments in the function. The functions with same name but with different arguments can be generated in OOP. Since same function name is used to do different job the function is overloaded, which is called overloading of function, overloading of function is a feature of polymorphism. Dynamic Binding: It is based on procedure in a class or function. Depending upon the value passed to the function in the class, the function work accordingly. It may look like polymorphism but is not polymorphism. Message Passing: It is calling the function in a class. The function inside a class must be referred or identified only through the class. Structure of C++ Program: Chronological order of C++ program. 1. Include header files 2. Class declaration 3. Member functions definitions 4. Main function program C++ program are stored in three files. File header in one file, Class declaration and member function in another file, and the main function program in the third file. The Class declaration and member function file is stored in server and the main function program in the client. This client-server set up will enable several clients to use the same class to work on various modules or program. Some of the header files: Some of header files in C++ are; cctye, cfloat, climits, cmath, cstdio, cstdlib, cstring, iostream, iomanip, list, stack, queue, set, deque, vector, map, bitset, utility, memory, string, sstream, locale, limits, typeinfo, iterator, functional, etc.
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Introduction to C++ A simple program: Example 1: #include  int main( ) {cout << “My first C++ program.\n”; return 0; } Example 2: #include  int main( ) {float num1, num2,sum,avg; cout << “Enter two number with space between numbers.\n”; cin >> num1>> num2;//each variable should have separate extraction operator sum = num1 + num2; avg = sum/2; //each variable should have separate inseration operator sum, avg is invalid cout << “The sum is” << sum << “\n”; cout << “The average is” << avg << “\n”; return 0; } These simple C++ programs it may look similar to C with few changes, instead of printf and scanf in C here cout and cin are used with << and >> insertion operator. Remember when a function has a return type it must have a return value since main function has a return type of integer the function return 0 at the end of the program to indicate the end. Just like C the C++ statement must end with semicolon and it must have only one main function. Remember > operators are also used as bit-wise left shift and right shift operators, thus the process of using same operator for different purpose is called Operator Overloading. Operator overloading is another example for polymorphism. Some of the basic rules of C++ program:  It must have only one main function  If the main function has return type it must have return value  Statement must end with semicolon  To comment one line use //  To comment more than one line start /* and end with */  The primary variables are declared like C variables.  The variables must be separated individually in cin >> and cout << Input and Output can be managed using I/O console functions.  cin can read only words without blank space in string.
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Introduction to C++ Token: Tokens are small entities in a program. Example: keywords, identifiers, constants, strings, operators, etc. These tokens are used almost in same way as in C program except for few identifiers like class, etc. Keywords: Keywords are the words already used by C++ in its compiler. They are also known as reserved words, because these words are exclusively defined for C++ interpretation. Therefore keywords cannot be used to declare any identifiers in the program. Some of the example of keywords are, if, else, for, while, cin, cout, void, class, friend, inline, operator, etc. Therefore a program will not compile with keyword as identifier. int if; This is an invalid statement because a variable name or identifier cannot have keyword if as the variable. Identifier and Constant: Identifier refers to the name of the variables. The variable may be a function, class, array, primary data type, etc. There are rules to name an identifier.  Identifier or variable name must start with alphabet or underscore  Identifier must be alphabet, number, and underscore. An identifier must not have following character #, $, %,, etc.  Identifier is case sensitive  Keyword cannot be an identifier  Identifier has not limit to its length Basic Data type: There are three type of data type in C++ 1. Primary Data type:- Example: integer, float, double, character, void 2. User-defined data type:- Example: structure, union, class, enumerated 3. Derived Data type:- Example: array, function, pointer, reference 4. Boolean and wide character. Primary Data Type: Integer can be defined according to the size of the data and it can be modified further by using keyword signed and unsigned. Default declaration is signed; that is a variable can store positive and negative data, to hole only positive data the variable can be changed to unsigned variable which will store only positive data twice its original size. Therefore the size of the data to be stored in a variable depends on type of declaration. int x: The x store from -32768 to 32767 since by default it is a signed integer it can store positive and negative number within that range. unsigned int x: The x store from 0 to 65535 since it is declared as signed integer it can store only positive number within that range. The data type can be declared unsigned for char, small int, long, and int only. The float and double can be signed data only. Void data type is used to declare a generic pointer. void *gptr; Page 5 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ int *ptr; gptr = ptr; char *cptr cptr = gptr; Valid only in C cptr = (char *)gptr; In C++ type casting operator must be used to change the data type. Note: In C void pointer can be assigned to non-void pointer without using cast. Where as in C++ cast operator must be used to assign void pointer to non-void pointer. Integer data types are of three types; decimal, octal, and hexadecimal. int x = 123; is decimal data type int x = 0123; is octal data type int x = 0x12A; is hexadecimal The primary data type like integer, long User-Defined Data Type: C has Structure and Union as user-defined data types. C++ has class which looks like structure with additional feature to it. A class can have structure and functions declared to it. This is the foundation for the Object-Oriented programming. Enumerated data type is also a derived data type. It is declared like in C with certain added features. In C we can declare a typedef. typedef int mark; mark phy,chem,mat; enum day = {Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday}; In C++ the variable day can be used as typedef. day daysofweek; is a valid statement in C++. This mean a similar enumerated data type is declared from the original. It is similar to declaring another variable of same type. The default value for an enumerated data type starts with zero. It can be modified by assigning the value. enum dept {CSE=104,EEE=105,ECE-106}; enum dept {CSE=104,EEE,ECE-106}; EEE will be 105 enum dept {CSE,EEE=105,ECE-106}; CSE will be 0 enum dept {CSE=101,EEE,ECE-106}; EEE will be 102 enum onoff{on, off}; Enumeration is used as symbolic constant in switch. enum dept {CSE=104,EEE=105,ECE-106}; int main ( ) {int depts; cin >>depts; if depts == CSE; cout 
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Introduction to C++ int mark[100]; char names[25]; Function: will be discussed later. Pointer: Pointer variable works similar to pointer in C. int x, *ptr; ptr = &x; C++ has added features called constant pointer and pointer to a constant. char* const ptr1 = “good”; It is constant pointer int const *ptr = &x; It is pointer to a constant Symbolic constant: const int max =100; const max =100; The default data type will be integer. enum dept {CSE=104,EEE=105,ECE-106}; constant cannot be changed later in the program.



It is enumerated constant. Remember



Type compatibility: To assign int to small int the variable must be converted using type cast. Declaration of Variables: Variables are declared as follows: int x; float y; Assigning value to variables: int x = 100; Declaring and assigning is called initialization. float y; Declaring a variable y. y = 123.456; Assigning value to y. int x=y=z; Dynamic initialization of variables int main ( ) {int x = strlen(“apple”); cout>x>>y; Page 7 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ int z=x+y; cout
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Introduction to C++ 6. Increment and Decrement operator 7. Special operator. 8. Conditional operator. 9. Bitwise operator. 10. Type cast operator: Ex: x =float(a)/float(b). 11. Scope Resolution operator: Ex: :: to access from global variable and class. 12. Insertion and Extraction operator: << and >>. 13. Class Member dereferencing operator: 1. ::* To declare pointer to a member in class. 2. ->* To access pointer member when both class and member have pointers 3. .* To access pointer member when only member has pointer. 14. Memory Management Operator: new and delete. The variable must be pointer variable. In malloc, calloc, realloc, free are used. int *ptr; ptr = new int; ptr = new int(25); assigning value delete ptr; release the memory of ptr. int *ptr; ptr = new int[10]; delete []ptr; release the memory or array pointer. 15. Manipulator Ex: endl work like \n and setw(10) set width for the variable cout> Scope Resolution operator: The scope resolution operator: : is used to access global variable in the inner block. When global and local variable are identical name the scope resolution operator will help to access the global variable in the inner block. This cannot be done in C programming. This operator will read only the global variable. int x=10; int main() {clrscr(); int x=100; { int x=1000; cout
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Introduction to C++ Member dereferencing operators: These operators will be discussed later : :* Pointer to member decelerator ->* Pointer to member operator .* Pointer to member operator Memory Management Operator In C malloc( ), calloc( ), realloc( ), and free( ) are used to mange dynamic memory. In addition to these function C++ have derived two unary operators new and delete to perform dynamic allocation of memory. An object or variable may be created or destroyed by using these functions. The syntax for to create a dynamic memory allocation is pointer_variable = new data_type; int *p; p = new int; The above two statements can be written in one stroke or line. int *p = new int; *p = 25; Assigning 25 through pointer It can also be initialized in one stroke or line. The syntax to initialize the new operator is: pointer_variable = new data_type (value); int *p = new int(25); The new operator can also be used in array int *pa = new int[10]; This will create memory space for 10 integers the first element is referred as p[0]…..p[9]; When using multi dimension arrays all the array sizes must be specified, the first array may be variable the remaining must be constants. pm = new int[N][3][3]; To release the memory the syntax is delete pointer_variable; delete p; will release the memory stored by the pointer variable p. delete [ ]pa; will release dynamically allocated array. Manipulators: The most widely used manipulators are endl and setw. cout 
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Introduction to C++ The float can be converted to integer value or an integer can be converted to float value using type cast operator. avg = sum/(float)i; //Syntax in C avg = sum/float(i); //Syntax in C++. This is like passing the identifier as argument in the function. There are other type cast operators in C++ which will be discussed later.  const_cast  static_cast  dynamic_cast  reinterpret_cast Expression and their types: An expression will be in form of mathematical expression with C++ syntax embedded with it. Expressions are of following types which may be used in any combination. Constant Expression: int x; x = 12 * (5 +7); Integral Expression: It is the expression used to produce integer result. int x; x = 5.34 + int(4.23); Float Expression: It is the expression used to produce floating point result. float x; x = 5.23 + float(4); Pointer Expression: It is the expression used to produce address of a variable result. int x, *p; p =&x; Relational Expression: It is the expression used to compare two variables or values. int x,y; bool b; b = true; b will be 1 b = false; b will be 0 b = x < y; //If x is less than y b =1 else 0 b = x ==y; // if x is equal to y than b =1 else 0 if (x
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Introduction to C++ } Logical Expression: It is the expression used to compare two or more relational expression. int x,y,z; if (x> 2; Special Assignment Expression: Chain Assignment: int x = y =z =10; is invalid statement. int x=y=z; is invalid statement Cannot assign as chain at declaration. int x, y, z =10; x= y =z; The value of x and y is 10. x=y=z=20; This is valid statement. Embedded Assignment: int x, y; x = (y=10)+20; The value of x will be 30 and y will be 10. Compound Assignment: It is similar to short hand operator expression in C. x = x +y; x +=y; Implicit Expression: Implicit mean clear or hidden or implied. It is similar to casting with little change. The conversion is done automatically without calling the cast. The conversion will be from lower end to higher end, that integer can be convert to float. To convert float to integer cast must be used. The variable must be casted independently i = float(a)/float(b); x = 10 + 12.45; Operator Overloading: When an operator is used for different operations, such process is called operator overloading. In C pointer operator * is used to declare pointer variable as well as it is used for multiplication expression. Similarly in C++ << is used display values of different data types Page 12 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ without specifying any format code, like in C. The same operator is also used in bit wise operation. cout 


Call by reference: Arguments to a function can be passed in two way; one by call by value and other by call by reference. Call by value is passed either through a variable or constant. The call by reference is passed through address operator (&). In C the function definition argument must be declared as pointer variable to pass by reference, where as in C++ the call by reference can be used without declaring the function arguments as pointer variables. But in C++ both pointer argument method and without pointer argument can be adopted. void f_ref(int &a, int &b); // void f_ref(int, int) is invalid for reference variable; void main( ) {int a, b; f_ref(a, b); // The value a is 10 and b is 20. Page 13 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ } void f_ref(int &x, int &y) {x =10; y=20; } Return by reference: The return value of the function must be an address variable. In following program the function returns the value of x or y and their types are declared as reference variable. int &f_ref(int &c, int &d); // int &f_ref(int, int) is invalid for reference variable void main( ) {int a, b,c; c=f_ref(a, b); } int &f_ref(int &x, int &y) {if x>y return x; else return y; } Inline function: It is a function without prototype. The function is defined above main. The function must be declared above main function. Declaring the function as inline will increase the performance, but it is normally used for small functions. It reduces the memory requirement. Inline function must have return statement in the function at the same it need not have return type. All other function must definition or sub program and prototype. inline int f_ref(int x, int y) { return (x+y); // Inline function can return statement without return type. } void main( ) {int a, b; f_ref(a, b);} Default argument: When the argument is missing then the function will read the default value of the missing argument. To make use of default argument functionality the argument must be initialized in the prototype or declaration. Rules for declaring default argument: 1. The default value must given from right to left arguments 2. All the arguments may be default. 3. Cannot assign only the first argument as default when there is more than one argument. 4. When there is more than one argument the intermediate argument cannot be a default. Page 14 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ int f_def(int x, int y=20); // Default argument value initialized at prototype. void main( ) {int a=10, b=15,c; c = f_def(a, b); //The value of c is 15 c = f_def(a); // The value of c is 30 } int f_def(int x, int y) { return (x+y); } Constant argument: The argument can be a constant argument. The constant variable cannot be changed inside the function definition when the argument is declared as constant. void f_const(int x, const int y); void main( ) {int a10, b=20,c; c =f_const(a, b); //The value of c is 30 } int f_ref(int x, const int y) { //y=20; // Is invalid because y is declared as constant variable. return (x+y); } void f_const(int x, const int y=100); void main( ) {int a=200, b,c; c =f_const(a); //The value of c is 300 } int f_const(int x, const int y) { //y=20; // Is invalid because y is declared as constant variable. return (x+y); } Function overloading: Functions can be defined with same name. Depending upon the type of argument passed the function will perform. This is called function overloading. It may look like calling the same function but actually it is not. This is also known as function polymorphism. int f_over(int x); float f_over(float a, float b); void main( ) {int a=10; float x=11.11,y=22.2,z; c =f_over(a); //The value of c is 10 Page 15 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ z =f_over(x,y); // The value of z is 0.5 } int f_over(int x); {return (x) }; float f_over(float x, float y) {return (x/y); } Rules of function:  Function defined below the main program must have a prototype or declaration before calling the function. Where as function declared above need not have prototype.  Inline function created without prototype it reduces the memory and it is used only for small function. Inline function cannot have switch, goto, static variable and recursion.  Default argument must be specified in the prototype.  When a function with default argument is called without the argument then that argument takes the default value.  Constant argument can also have default value. Default value cannot be changed only inside the function; but any value can be passed to constant argument.  Functions without argument and with only one argument as default argument will lead to ambiguity (unclear) for the compiler; therefore the programmer must avoid such kind of function declaration.



Class is a new concept introduced in C++. It is the core of objected oriented programming. Class is advanced extension of structure in C language. The members in structure are primary data type and array. The members can be accessed globally or it can be said they are public members. Structure serve only limited. It is primarily used to group a set of data and define it as a structure. Other than that there is special advantage of defining a structure. To overcome these limitations C++ has introduced a new type of concept called Class. A class is defined as structure with using key word class. A class can have primary data types and functions as its members. These members can be hidden by making as private members. When the members are not defined as private or public the members take default property as private members. To make the members public, the word public must be defined inside the class. Specifying a Class: As discussed a class is defined to develop an algorithm and bind it together in a nut shell. A class is an abstract data type (ADT). The binding of data members and members function in a class is called encapsulation. The class is declared as shown. class ece { private: int x, float y; void f_priv(int a, int b); public: Page 16 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ int r, float s; void f_pub(float t, float u); } In the above example a class is defined and it is named ece. The class ece has private and public variables and function prototypes. The most striking feature of class is variables can be defined as private or public. The variables inside the class are called data members and the functions are called member functions. Basic rules of working with class:  Private members cannot be accessed outside the class. Therefore the scope and visibility of private member is within its class.  Only the public members can access the private members of the same class directly without using any operators like (.).  The public members can be accessed outside the class using scope operators.  Member function can de defined inside the class without having the prototype, this style of creating a member function is similar to inline function and it has to follow the same rules of inline function. The key word inline is not required.  Member function can also be created outside the class by declaring the function prototype inside the class. The prototype name must be identical to the function definition name.  If the members of class are not defined with key word private or public than the members are defaulted as private member and thus all the members are hidden.



Consider the following example to explain further about class. class item { int number; float cost; public: int z; void getdata(int a, float b); void putdata(void); }; In the above example the member data (variable) number and cost will be private member because default scope of member is private. Where as member functions getdata and putdata are public members. The function is declared as prototype. Only these functions can access the private member data number and cost. A class item has been defined. Now any number of objects of class item can be created with simple statement. item x,y,z; This statement will create three new objects of class item. In other word object is a variable of type class. When a class is defined memory is not allocated, but when an object is created required memory is allocated for that object. Object can be declared at the Page 17 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ definition of class but this method is not followed because objects are created only at the time of necessity. class item { int number; float cost; public: int z; void getdata(int a, float b); void putdata(void); }x,y,z; How to access the class members: As discussed earlier when the class are used in the main( ) part of the program only public members can be accessed the private members cannot be read even through any operator. It is hidden for ever and it is exclusively only by its other class members either private of public. On other hand the public members can be accessed outside the class. The syntax of accessing the public data member and member function are: object_name.data_memeber; This is for public data member which is z. object_name.member_function (argument); This is for public member function which are getdata and putdata. By using above syntax the members can be accessed as follows: item p; p.z =10; The public data member z is assigned 10. p.getdata(10,11.22); p.putdata( ); To hide the data normally the data member is not declared as a public member; in the above example z is public data member. This kind of declaration of data member as public should be avoided and the follow the method shown below. class item { int number; float cost; public: void getdata(int a, float b); void putdata(void); }x,y,z; Defining Member functions: A member function can be declared inside the class definition or outside the class definition. Outside the Class Definition: A member function can be defined outside the class. Before defining the member function outside the class a prototype of that member function must be declared in the class. There is a small difference between when defining the member function outside the class from Page 18 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ regular function definition. That is when declaring a member function outside the class the function must identify for which class is this member function is defined. There fore the syntax for defining the member function outside the class is; return_type class_name : : function_name (argument) { statements; } Consider the following class: class item { int number; float cost; public: void getdata(int a, float b); void putdata(void); }; The class item has public member function prototype getdata and putdata. This member functions can be defined outside the class as shown. void item : : getdata(int a, float b) { number = a; cost = b; } void item : : putdata(void) { cout 
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Introduction to C++ } }; Inline function Outside the class definition: inline void item : : getdata(int a, float b) { number = a; cost = b; } Therefore an inline function can be created even outside the class definition. Therefore it is always a good practice as a programmer to define function outside the class definition. Private Member Functions: A private member functions can be called by the members of the same class. Consider the following example. class sample { int number; float cost; void read(void); public: void update(void); void display(void); }; sample p; Constructing a object of class sample. p.read( ); This is a invalid statement the private member cannot be accessed outside the class. However this is a valid statement because the read is in the same class sample. void sample : : update(void) {read ( ); } Arrays within a class: It is just declaring or constructing a derived type array inside the class. It works similar to regular array. const int size=10; class array {int a[size]; Public: void setval(void); void display(void); }; Memory allocation for Objects: As we discussed earlier when a class is defined the compiler will not allocate memory. This is true only for data member not for member function. As soon as the member function is Page 20 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ defined the required memory for that member function is allocated. The memory for data member (variable) is allocated only when the object is constructed from the class. class item { int number; float cost; public: void getdata(int a, float b); void putdata(void); }; In the class item the memory is allocated for getdata and putdata member functions. Memory is not allocated for number and cost data members. item p; Now the memory is allocated for data member number and cost. The memory is allocated for each instances of object. item p,q,r,s; The memory is allocated for data members of object p,q,r,and s separately for the member function only one memory location which is allocated in the definition. Static Data Members: A data member inside the class can construct as static data member. There are few guidelines to be followed when declaring static data member.  It is declared as a private data member.  Only one copy of the static data member is created any numbers of objects are created from that class. Therefore the static data member will be same for all the objects created.  The static member must be defined outside the class like function with class name.  The static member can be initialized in the definition and can be used only within its class. The following program will give clear difference between static data count and regular data number members. The static data is common to all objects but regular data is unique to its object. class item {int number; static int count; public: void getdata() {++count; number=count; } void putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ {



clrscr(); item x,y,z; //Three object created from class item x.getdata(); y.getdata(); z.getdata(); x.putdata(); The count is 3 and number is 1 y.putdata(); The count is 3 and number is 2 z.putdata(); The count is 3 and number is 3 return 0; } Static Member Function: The static member function can be declared like static data member. It works like static member data except the static member data is used in static member function. Rules of Static Member function:  The static member function can read only static data member from its class.  The static member function is called using class name instead of object name. class_name::static_function_name( ); It can also be called using object.static_fun( ). The following program will illustrate how the static member function is used. class find {static int count; int code; public: static void showcount(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ y.setcount(); // Code is 2 for object y. z.setcount(); // Code is 3 for object z. x.setcode(); // Code and count is 4. y.setcode(); //Code and count is 5 z.setcode(); //Code and count is 6 find::showcount(); //Count is 6 //The value of code will increase from its previous value of that object. x.setcount(); // Code is 4 for object x. y.setcount(); / Code is 5 for object x. z.setcount(); // Code is 6 for object x. return 0; } Since the count is declared as static it has only one copy irrespective of number of objects created. When static count function called again and again it will increase count for all the objects created simultaneously therefore the count will be uniform for all object, but for the data member code it is unique for each object created because it is not a static data member. Therfore from the above example there will only one value for count data member irrespective of number of objects constructed since it is a static data member, where as for code data member the value will be different for each object. Array of Objects: The objects can be declared just like a structure or even a primary data type. Array of objects may be required to work with large set of data. When the data is very few objects without array can be used. The declaration of array of object is a follows. int x; int x[10]; The integer x can store only one data at a time where as array integer x can store 10 data at time because the size is defined as 10. This is equivalent to declaring 10 individual integers. class employee { char name [30]; float age; public: void getdata(void); void putdata(void); }; The class employee has two data members and two functions members. Earlier an object was created using as shown employee manager,foreman,worker; The three objects are created with different names. The class employee can created as array of objects as shown below. employee managers[3]; employee foremen[15]; employee workers[75]; Page 23 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ There are 93 objects of class employee. There grouped into three manager, foreman, worker. This is literally means the object store information of 3 managers, 15 foremen, and 75 workers. Thus array of object will allow group the functionality. The array element can be accessed using dot operator, just accessing member in the structure. manager[i].getdata( ); The following program will give better understanding of array of objects class employee {char name[25]; float age; public: void getdata(void) {cout>name; cout>age; } void putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ public: void getdata(int gp, int gn, int gr); void putdata(void) {cout>p; cout>n; cout>r; i=(p*n*r)/100; a=p+i; } void interest::suminterest(interest i1, interest i2) {i=i1.i+i2.i; a=i1.a+i2.a; } int main() {clrscr(); interest i1,i2,i3; // Created three objects i1.getdata( 1000,10,2); //Calculates interest and amount for object i1. i1.putdata(); i2.getdata(10000,8,3); //Calculates interest and amount for object i2. i2.putdata(); i3.suminterest(i1,i2); ////Total interest and amount from object i1 and i2. i3.putdata(); return 0; } Function Returning Object: This program is similar to the previous program except the function returns object. The main rule to be remembered is the function returning object must be defined as friend function in the class. class interest {float i,p,n,r,a; public: void getdata(int gp, int gn, int gr); void putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ } friend interest suminterest(interest,interest); }; void interest::getdata(int gp,int gn, int gr) {p=gp;n=gn;r=gr; cout>p; cout>n; cout>r; i=(p*n*r)/100; a=p+i; } interest suminterest(interest i1, interest i2) {interest i3; i3.i=i1.i+i2.i; i3.a=i1.a+i2.a; return i3; } int main() {clrscr(); interest i1,i2,i3; i1.getdata( 1000,10,2); i1.putdata(); i2.getdata(10000,8,3); i2.putdata(); i3 = suminterest(i1,i2); i3.putdata(); return 0; } Friendly Function: A class can have private members and public members. The public member can be accessed through the class using dot operator. Where as private member cannot be accessed outside the class. In other word a private member can be accessed only by the members of its class. In some situation it may be necessary to share a function between or among classes in such case the member function is declared as friendly member function in the class. Note: The private data member can be accessed outside the class only through friend function with object class as argument. Program to read private member from a member function: class sample { int a; Page 26 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ int b; public: void setdata( ) {a=10; b=20; } friend int putdata(sample s); }; int putdata(sample s) { return (s.a+s.b); } int main( ) {sample x; x.setdata( ); cout
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Introduction to C++ class XYZ {int x; public: void setvalue(int i) {x=i;} friend void max(XYZ,ABC); // friend void max(XYZ &,ABC &); }; class ABC {int a; public: void setvalue(int i) {a=i;} friend void max(XYZ,ABC); // friend void max(XYZ &,ABC &); }; void max(XYZ m, ABC n) // void max(XYZ &m, ABC &n) {if(m.x>n.a) cout
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Introduction to C++ Rules for to declared pointer to the class and its member: 1. Only class and its member can be declared as pointer (M *pm). 2. Members are declared as pointer through its class (int M::* px). 3. When class is declared as pointer members must also be declared as pointer to access the member. 4. When only members are declared as pointer the member can be accessed using following synatax (object_name.*pointer-to-member) 5. When class is declared as pointer remember member must also be a pointer such member can be accessed with following syntax (object_name->*pointer-to-member) 6. Only Member function are declared as pointer void(M::*pf)(int,int), for member function the pointer must be within( ) and it must specify type of argument just like function. 7. Accessing only member function as pointer (op.*pf)(30,40); 8. Class and member function declared as pointer accessing is (op->*pf)(30,40); Pointer declaration for Class: M m; M *pm; //Class M is declared as pointer pm=&m;//Pointer class is assigned to a class Pointer declaration for data member: Method 1: int M::* px; // This is known as pointer-to-member declared for class member of A. px = &M::x;//The pointer px is pointing to the data member m in the class A. int S1; S1=m.*px;



Method 2: M *pm; pm=&m; int M::*py; py=&M::y; int S2; S2=pm->*py;//pointer-to-object->*pointer-to-member function Pointer declaration for member function: Method 1: When Class is not declared as pointer M n; void(M::*pf)(int,int)=&M::setxy; (n.*pf)(10,20); n.setxy(10,20); //is same as prior statement. Remember in C the syntax is (*function_name)(arguments); in C++ the only difference is the function must be member function of a class therefore the function must be identified by the class with help of scope operator ::, thus the syntax for C++ is (class_name::*function_name)(argument); Page 29 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ Method 2: When Class is declared as pointer M *op; op=&n; (op->*pf)(30,40); The difference from the first method is the class is also declared as pointer class, in such case the dereferencing operator -> is used (pointer_class_name:_*pointer_function_name)(argument); The following will give clear understanding of pointer to members both data member and function members. class M {int x, y; public: void setxy(int a, int b) {x=a; y=b; } friend int sum(M m); }; int sum(M m) {//Declaring pointer to data member int M::*px; px=&M::x; int M::*py; py=&M::y; //Declaring class as pointer M *pm; pm=&m; int S,S1,S2; //Two ways of reading through pointer S1=m.*px; //object_name.*pointer-to-member function S2=pm->*py;//pointer-to-object->*pointer-to-member function S=S1+S2; //S=m.x+m.y; //is same as prior statement without pointer. return S; } int main() {clrscr(); M n; void(M::*pf)(int,int)=&M::setxy; (n.*pf)(10,20); n.setxy(10,20); //is same as prior statement. cout
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Introduction to C++ op=&n; (op->*pf)(30,40); //n.setxy(30,40); //is same as prior statement. cout


Rules of Constructor:  The constructors must have the same name as the class.  The constructors will take the form of function prototype.  The constructors are used to initialize the class and its objects.  The constructors must he declared in the public section of the class.  The constructors are invoked automatically as soon as the objects are created.  The constructors do not return type even void like function.  The constructors cannot be inherited.  The constructors can have a default argument.  The constructors may or may not have argument.  The constructors can also be defined as inline function.  The constructors cannot have its class as argument.  The constructors can have its class as argument but only through reference. This is known as copy constructor.  The constructor can be constant, thus constructor arguments never be changed.
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Constructor can be empty or without statement inside it. It is a do nothing constructor it must be created when overloading operator is defined in the class. Constructor can also have other than initialization statement.



A constructor is defined as follows which will interpret the rule of constructor. Constructor without argument or default constructor: class integer {int m,n; public: integer(void); }; integer::integer(void) {m=0; n=0; } Constructor with argument or parameterized constructor: class integer {int m,n; public: integer(int x, int y); }; integer::integer(int x, int y) {m=x; n=y; }



Calling a constructor: 1. Explicit calling. 2. Implicit calling. Explicit calling, it is declared by combining the declaration and passing the argument to the constructor. integer int1=integer(10,20); The above statement can re written in the following form. integer int1; int1(10,20); The above method is implicit calling it can also be made shorter in the following way. integer int1(10,20); Inline constructor: class integer {int m,n; Page 32 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ public: integer(int x, int y) {m=x; n=y;} }; Copy constructor: class A {int m,n; public: A(A&); //This is invalid A(A) it is the rule of constructor; }; Multiple Constructors: class integer {int m,n; public: integer ( ) {m=0; n=0;} integer(int x, int y) {m=x; n=y;} integer(integer &i) //Copy constructor {m=i.m; n=i.n;} }; The above constructor can be called as follows. Calling constructor without parameter integer I1; Calling constructor without parameter integer I2(20,40); Calling constructor without parameter integer I3(I2); Depending on the argument passed the constructor will be evoked. A class any number of constructors in its class, but the names must be identical. This is works exactly like function overloading and thus it is known as constructor overloading. Constructor with default argument: class integer {int m,n; public: integer( ) {m=20;} integer(int x=20); }; integer::integer(int x) {m=x; } When there is only one argument in a constructor and that too is declared as default argument. Then there will conflict in calling the constructor with default argument and default constructor. Default constructor is a constructor without argument. This conflict is overcome as follows. Page 33 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ Dynamic Initialization of objects: It is initializing the objects by passing the valued to the constructor from the user input or other means. Through cin operator a value can be stored in a variable and passed through a constructor this form of initializing an object is called dynamic initialization. Dynamic Constructor: The memory allocation for a constructor can be managed using new operator called new, similarly the memory can be released with another operator called deleter. class dynmem { char *name; int length; public: dynmem(void) {length =0; name = new char[length+1]; } dynmem(char *s) {length = strlen(s); name = new char[length+1];//for null terminator strcpy(name,s); } void display(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ name2.display(); name3.display(); s1.display(); s2.display(); } Destructor: The purpose of destructor is to release the memory when the compiler memory is reduced or insufficient to execute certain program. Some times there may several objects opened and it may occupy more memory which may lead to reduced memory for new objects to be created. Therefore to increase the memory; objects which are idle may be destruct or killed using the destructor. The destructor is written in same way as constructor with following rule.  Destructor must have the class name.  Destructor must be preceded with ~ (tilde).  Destructor cannot have any argument or return type.  Destructor is initiated implicitly.  Only one destructor for each class.  Destructor must be public.  Destructor can be defined any where in the public usually it is written at the end.  Destructor can have prototype. class item { int number; float cost; public: void putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ public: item(void) {number =10; cost= 12.34;} /*item(int x=200) {number =x; cost =222.345;} */ item(int a, float b); item(item &x); void getdata(int a, float b); //Create inline function inside a class void putdata(void) { cout>a>>b; item x(a,b); //create object x; cout
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Introduction to C++ z.putdata(); a.putdata(); } item y; //create object y; cout


Rules of Operator Overloading  It is a function defined to an operator with new term or meaning.  It cannot create new operator.  It cannot change the meaning of the existing operator.  It can create new functionality for the existing operators.  It helps to create mathematical expression to replace arguments in function.  Unary and binary operator overloading.  The following operators cannot be overloaded class member access (., .*), scope (::), sizeof, and conditional (?:)



Regular Function in a class class SI {float i,p,n,r,a; public: SI(){}; SI(int gp,int gn, int gr); void putdata(void); SI sum(SI, SI); }; SI SI::sum(SI i1, SI i2) {SI i3; i3.p=i1.p+i2.p; i3.i=i1.i+i2.i; i3.a=i1.a+i2.a; return i3; } void SI::putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ {p=gp;n=gn;r=gr; i=(p*n*r)/100; a=p+i; } int main() { SI i1,i2,i3; i1=SI(1000,2,10); i1.putdata(); cout
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Introduction to C++ -s; s.putdata(); return 0; } 7.4 Overloading Binary Operators class SI {float i,p,n,r,a; public: SI(){}; SI(int gp,int gn, int gr); void putdata(void); SI operator+(SI); }; SI SI::operator+(SI i1) {SI i2; i2.p=p+i1.p; i2.i=i+i1.i; i2.a=a+i1.a; return i2; } void SI::putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ {int a,b,c; public: sign(){}; sign(int,int,int); void putdata(void); friend void operator-(sign &); }; void operator-(sign &s) {s.a=-s.a;s.b=-s.b;s.c=-s.c; } void sign::putdata(void) {cout


}



7.5 Overloading Binary Operators Using Friend Function class SI {float i,p,n,r,a; public: SI(){}; SI(int gp,int gn, int gr); void putdata(void); friend SI operator+(SI,SI); }; SI operator+(SI i1,SI i2) {SI i3; i3.p=i1.p+i2.p; i3.i=i1.i+i2.i; i3.a=i1.a+i2.a; return i3; } Page 40 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ void SI::putdata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ String operator+(String &a, String &b) {String temp; delete temp.name; temp.length = a.length+b.length; temp.name = new char[temp.length+1]; strcpy(temp.name,a.name); strcat(temp.name,b.name); return temp; } void String::join(String &a, String &b) {length = a.length+b.length; delete name; name = new char[length+1]; strcpy(name,a.name); strcat(name,b.name); }; void main() { char *first="Electronic "; String name1(first); String name2("and Communication ");String name3("Engineering"); String s1,s2; s1.join(name1,name2); s2.join(s1,name3); s1=name1+name2; s2=s1+name3; name1.display();name2.display();name3.display(); s1.display(); s2.display(); } Different Methods in unary operator overloading: class sign {int a,b,c; public: sign(){}; sign(int,int,int); void putdata(void); //int operator-(); //This is also a method I sign changeI(sign ); //Method II void changeII(sign & ); //Method III friend void operator-(sign &); //Method IV }; /* This is also a method int sign::operator-() {a=-a;b=-b;c=-c; return 1;} Page 42 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ */ sign sign::changeI(sign s) {s.a=-s.a;s.b=-s.b;s.c=-s.c;



return s;}



void sign::changeII(sign &s) {a=-s.a;b=-s.b;c=-s.c; } void operator-(sign &s) {s.a=-s.a;s.b=-s.b;s.c=-s.c;



}



void sign::putdata(void) {cout


}



int main() {clrscr(); sign s; s=sign(1000,2,10); s.putdata(); -s; s.putdata(); s=sign(-2000,2,-5); s.putdata(); -s; s.putdata(); cout
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Public members are inherited, and only public members can be accessed inside the class as well as outside the class through objects. The private member and protected member can be accessed outside the class indirectly, that is passing these members in the public members. Class inherited as private will make all the members of the base class as private in the derived class; and it has to follow the rules of private member to access. Class inherited as protected will make all the members of the base class as protected in the derived class; and it has to follow the rules of protected member to access. Class inherited as public will not make any changes to the members of base class in the derived class. The derived class cannot change the original characteristic of its base class. The multiple copies of same class may happen during multiple inheritances. This can be avoided by created virtual base class using “public virtual” key word this make only one copy to be inherited from base classes. Constructor is not inherited but arguments can be passed from the derived class to the base class constructor using colon operator. Objects can be nested, and it is not inheritance. When the base class and the derived class has the same member function name, only the derived class member can be accessed through derived class object. In such case the base class member function is overridden. The base class member function can be accessed through derived class object only through scope operator if the derived as public.



8.1 Single Inheritance as public class G { int gn; public: void getg(int a); void putg(void) { cout
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}



}; int main() { G g; Page 45 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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}
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Introduction to C++ g.putg(); P p; cout


}



class E : public D {public: void funE(void) Page 47 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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}
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Introduction to C++ }; void M::getm(int a) { mn = a; } class C: public F, public M { int cn; public: void getc(int a); void putc(void) { cout


}



M m; //Object of parent cout


}
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Introduction to C++ public: void getp(int a); void display(void) { cout


}
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Introduction to C++ void display(void) { cout


}
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}



M m; cout
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Introduction to C++ h.getf(300); h.putf(); h.geth(400); h.puth(); return 0; } 8.9 Virtual Base Classes class P { int pn; public: void getp(int a); void putp(void) { cout


}
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}
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Introduction to C++ class P: public G { int pn; public: P(int a); void putp(void) { cout


}
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Introduction to C++ { gn = a; } class P { float pn; public: P(float a); void putp(void) { cout


}



int main() { G g(100); //Object of grandparent cout
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C++ has pointer called this to refer member of its own class only. The member function must have class as the reference argument. this pointer can also be used to access the data member when argument name and data member names are same, this->x = x is x is local variable or argument where as this->x refers to data member of the class. The following operators are used to create and refer through pointer from class. They are ::* to declare pointer class or member, ->* to access member when both object and its members have pointers, -> to access when only object has pointer, and .* to access member when only the members have pointers. Pointer declared for base class cannot be used for derived class to call the same function name. To access same function of the derived class from base class pointer the base function must be declared as virtual function. This is called run time polymorphism because the base class pointer is used for derived class. Increment or decrement operator to the pointer will move the pointer to the next or previous. This can also be done without using the operators but adding the pointer to its size of memory, example ptr=ptr+2 is equal ++ptr.



Pointers are declared in three ways int* x, int * x, int *x. 9.2 Understanding Pointers: Example 1: int main() { int *ptr1, **ptr2, n; //chain pointer ptr1=&n; ptr2=&ptr1; cout
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Introduction to C++ Example 2: Pointer and array: int main() { int *ptr1, *ptr2, *ptrn, n,x,y; ptr1=&x;ptr2=&y;ptrn=&n; *ptr1=2; *ptr2=4; *ptrn = *ptr1 + *ptr2; cout


Example 3 Arrays of Pointer: int main() {clrscr(); int *ptr4[3]; int m[3][3]={{9,8,7},{6,5,4},{3,2,1}};



int *ptr3[3]; //Arrays of pointer Page 58 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ ptr3[0]=&m[0][0]; ptr3[1]=&m[1][0]; ptr3[2]=&m[2][0]; cout>str; cout
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Introduction to C++ {int x, y; public: int z; void setxy(int a, int b) {x=a; y=z*b; } void display(void); }; void M::display(void) { coutz=r; mptr->setxy(111,222); mptr->display(); //Method III called through object and member pointer int M::*ptr; void (M::*fptr)(int,int); void (M::*fptv)(void); ptr=&M::z; fptr=&M::setxy; fptv=&M::display; m.*ptr=r; (m.*fptr)(22,33); (m.*fptv)(); //Method IV Called through object pointer and member pointer mptr->*ptr=r; (mptr->*fptr)(44,55); (mptr->*fptv)(); return 0; } 9.4 this Pointer: class ABC Page 60 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ {int a,b; public: void setvalue(int i, int j) {a=i;b=j;} ABC & max(ABC &); void display(void) {couta) {temp=b; a=b; a=temp; return n; } else {temp =a; a=b; b=temp; cout


Rules of Virtual Function: 1 To access same function of the derived class from base class pointer the base function must be declared as virtual function. 2 Pointer declared for base class can be used for derived class to call the same function name when the base function is a virtual function. 3 Same pointer is used for base class and derived class. This is called run time polymorphism 4 When separate pointers are used for base and derived class, the run time polymorphism is not achieved. Page 61 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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The virtual function can also be called with object name using dot operator. The base pointer will read only base members even when pointed to derived class if base members are not defined as virtual. The base pointer will read derived members when pointed to derived class if base members are defined as virtual.



9.6 Virtual Functions: class base { public: int x; virtual void putg(int a) //make virtual function {x=a; cout








putg(200); bptr->display(); Page 62 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ coutdisplay(); //will invoke base because base is not defined virtual bptr->putg(100); //will invoke derived because base is defined virtual ((derived *)bptr)->display(); //will invoke derived //bptr->derived::display(); will not work bptr->base::putg(200); //will invoke base bptr->base::display(); //will invoke base return 0; } Rules of Pure Virtual Function: A virtual function is defined as pure virtual function by assigning zero to the function in the base class. A pure virtual function in the base class is a placeholder for the derived classes. A pure virtual function is defined in the base to take advantage of run time polymorphism to the subsequent derived classes with same function name. Virtual function defined in the base class must have the same name and argument in the subsequent derived classes. Class containing pure virtual function cannot be used to create objects of its own. Such class is called Abstract base class. 9.7 Pure Virtual Function: class base { public: int x; virtual void putg(int a) =0; void display(void) { cout
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Introduction to C++ //Using pointer polymorphism derived *dptr; coutputg(100); //will invoke derived because base is defined virtual dptr->display(); //will invoke derived dptr->base::display(); //will invoke base return 0; } Rules of Exception Handling  It is used to control the flow when an error occurs.  Try, Catch, and throw are keywords used in this procedure.  Try block must be followed by catch block.  Try block will invoke the catch block only when the throw statement is called inside the try block directly as a statement or indirectly through functions.  Try block must be followed by catch block to catch the preceding throw.  Every throw can catch only one exception at a time.  Throw can be an integer, float, double, character, and string for specific catch.  Throw can be without argument, when used in re-throw.  Catch must have same data type as throw to catch the error correctly.  A re-throw can be performed by calling thrown inside the catch within try block. The rethrow will work just like throw and it has to follow the same rule as throw.  throw( ); will not raise any exception in the function.  throw(int,double) will raise exception of type int and double only in the function.  Catch(…) can be used as common or generic catch for all throws or errors. This catch invoked automatically when all other throws are failed to catch.  Catch(…), this must be the last block in the program. /* Description Ex1: To understand numeric exception handling*/ int main() {clrscr(); int r,s,u; cin>>r>>s; try { if (s==0) {throw s;} else {u=r/s;} } catch(int i) {cout
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Introduction to C++ return 1; } /* Description Ex2: To understand string exception handling*/ int main() { int r,s,u=0; cin>>r>>s; try { if (s==0) {throw("Error");} else {u=r/s;} } catch (char *s) {cout>s; try { if (s==0) {throw s;} if (s==-1) {throw 's';} if (s==1) {throw 1.0;} } catch(...) {cout>s; try Page 65 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ { if (s==0) {throw s;} if (s==-1) {throw 's';} if (s==1) {throw "s";} } catch(int i) {cout
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Introduction to C++ /* Description Ex5: To understand re-throw exception handling*/ int main() {clrscr(); int s; cin>>s; try { if (s==0) {throw s;} if (s==-1) {throw 's';} if (s==1) {throw "s";} } catch(int i) {cout100) throw 'E'; } int main() {clrscr(); try } f_exception(0); } catch (int a) {cout
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Introduction to C++ catch (double a) {cout


/* Description Ex7: To understand restriction in exception handling*/ /*Will throw exception for int, and double only*/ /*The call throw() will not allow to throw any exception */ void f_divide(int a) throw(int,double) { if (a==0) throw 'a'; else if (a==1) throw a; else if (a==-1) throw 1.0; else if (a!=0) cout>x; try{ f_divide(x); } catch (char s) {cout
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only when data type does not match regular function, and will not cause ambiguity. A template can have template argument and also non-template argument. The member function and the class should have the separate but same template when member function is defined outside the class. The member function can share the same template of the class when the member function is defined inside the class. A template should have algorithm, iterator, and container if required. A container will have more than group of algorithm.



12.2 Class templates member function defined inside class: template  class item { T1 number; T2 cost; public: item (){} item (T1 a, T2 b) {number =a; cost=b;} void getdata(T1 a,T2 b) { number = a; cost = b; } T1 gettemp(T1 a, T2 b); void putdata(void) { cout x; //create object x; cout y; //create object y; cout s; item  z(100,222.45); s=z; s.putdata(); return 1; } Class template member function defined outside class: Page 70 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ template  //multiple parameter class item { T number; S cost; public: item (){} item (T a, S b) {number =a; cost=b;} T getdata(T, float); void putdata(void) { cout T1 item::getdata(T1 a, float b) { number = a; cost = b; return a; } int main() { item  x; //create object x; cout y; //create object y; cout s; item  z(100,222.45); s=z; s.putdata(); return 0; } 12.4 Function Templates: template  T f_overload(T x) { return x; } template  T f_overload(T y, int x) {T z; Page 71 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ z=x+y; return z;} template  //multiple parameter T1 f_overload(T1 x, T2 y, T3 z) {T1 s; s=(x*y*z)/100; return s;} int main() {int x;float y;char z; cin>>x; f_overload(x); cout>y; y=f_overload(y); cout>z; z=f_overload(z); cout>x; x=f_overload(x,10); cout T1 f_overload(T1 x); template  T f_overload(T y, int x); template  T1 f_overload(T1 x, T2 y, T3 z); int f_overload(int x) {cout>x; f_overload(x); //invoke explicit function cout>y; //invoke function template Page 72 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ y=f_overload(y); cout>z; //invoke function template z=f_overload(z); cout>x; x=f_overload(x,10); cout T f_overload(T x) { return x; } template  T f_overload(T y, int x) {T z; z=x+y; return z;} template  T1 f_overload(T1 x, T2 y, T3 z) {T1 s; s=(x*y*z)/100; return s;} Points to be remembered using file stream:  A file contains large set of data some times in a structured form.  There are few file stream classes to work with files.  The most commonly used file streams are ifstream, ofstream, and fstream.  The file stream classes are placed in header file fstream.  A file can be opened using constructor or member function open of file stream class.  The member function open is used to manage multiple files using one stream.  The most important point is only one file can be connected at time to a file stream. Points to be remembered using member function open and close:  By default open will create a file when file doesn’t exist.  The ofstream is used only to write to a file.  By default ofstream will replace existing contents in the file with the new one.  The ifstream is used only to read from a file.  By default ifstream will always read from the beginning  The fstream is used for both read and write to file. Mode should be specified unlike ofstream and ifstream. Page 73 of 82 Copyright Einstein College of Engineering Department of Civil Engineering
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Introduction to C++ . Different modes of a file:  ios::app – Append or write from end of file.  ios::ate – Go to end of file on opening  ios::binary – A binary file  ios::in – To open file in read mode  ios::nocreate – Open fails if file doesn’t exist.  ios::noreplace – Open fails if file exist.  ios::out – To open file in write mode.  ios::noreplace – Delete all the contents of file. Manipulating File pointers (Member functions of stream classes):  seekg( ) – Moves the pointer to a specified location to read  seekp( ) – Moves the pointer to a specified location to write  tellg( ) – Gets the current pointer location to read.  tellp( ) – Gets the current pointer location to write. Offset of seekg and seekp: It takes two argument, offset and reposition.  seekg(0, ios::beg) – Go to start.  seekg(0, ios::cur) – Stay at current location  seekg(0, ios::end) – Go to end of file.  seekg(m, ios::beg) – Move m+1 bytes in the file.  seekg(m, ios::cur) – Move m bytes in the file from current position.  seekg(-m, ios::cur) – Go back m bytes in the file from current position.  seekg(-m, ios::end) – Go back m bytes in the file from end. Accessing file: File can be read and written in two way sequentially and as well as randomly. Normally a non-structured file is read sequentially were as a well structured file is read randomly. File can be read in three ways, reading by line, reading the file by character, and reading by bytes. A well structured file can be read in binary form which is faster and easier. A file with only numbers can also read by character or byte it is faster reading by bytes. A non-structured file; and file only with characters can be read in any form it does not make any difference.
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Introduction to C++ 11.1 Working with single file: void main() { ofstream outfile("oname"); //open or create file oname char name[30]; unsigned int age; cout>name; outfile>age; outfile>name; //read from file oname cout>age; //read from file oname cout
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Introduction to C++ 11.2 Working with Multiple files: void main() { ofstream ofile; ofile.open("tamils"); ofile
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Introduction to C++ 11.3 Working with multiple files simultaneously void main() {//Read from files const int N=80; char line[N]; ifstream ifile1, ifile2; ifile1.open("tamils"); ifile2.open("population"); //cout
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Introduction to C++ 11.5 Different modes of file: void main() { ofstream ofile; ofile.open("tamils",ios::app|ios::nocreate|ios::out); //append at end of file ofile
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Introduction to C++ 11.71 Read and Write to file in character form: void main() { fstream iofile; //open or create file oname char name[80]; cout>name; int len = strlen(name); iofile.open("iochar", ios::in|ios::out); //read and write to file for (int i=0; i
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Introduction to C++ 11.73 Read and Write to file from class object: class data { char name[30]; unsigned int age; public: void readdata(void) {cout>name; cout>age; } void writedata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ 11.8 Read and Write to a file at random: class data { char name[30]; unsigned int age; public: void readdata(void) {cout>name; cout>age; } void writedata(void) {cout
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Introduction to C++ ds.readdata(); iofile.write((char *) &ds, sizeof(ds)); iofile.seekg(0); //Read afer change while(iofile.read((char *) &ds, sizeof(ds))) {ds.writedata(); } iofile.close(); }
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